Being a Graduate Student is all about:
How much can you accomplish
without adequate background?
Welcome! You are now tasked to do something that might not
be possible, and none of what you learned as an undergrad is
relevant. If your advisors were certain that your project will
work, it wouldn’t need to be done. Perhaps for the first time in
your life, you can do everything you’re told and still fail. You will
spend a lot of time trying to validate the methods dubiously
documented within poorly-written papers. Good luck!
You should read one published paper every day; it’s a habit
that will serve you well.
People will say to you “Go figure it out.”
You are fortunate because your workload is relatively light.

How much can you accomplish
Hooray! You are a professional researcher. Time to bring without adequate visibility?
Being a Postdoc is all about:

your state-of-the-art skills to a new set of problems. You
don’t have to go to classes any more and you don’t
have to go to meetings yet. In fact, you don’t have to go
anywhere except your office, ever. Some days you’ll
wonder if other human beings can actually see you.
Don’t worry, they can, but you'll have to introduce
yourself to them. Again. Good luck!
You should write papers. Published papers are what
will help you get another job.
People will say to you “Have you gotten any interviews yet?”
You are fortunate because no matter how things turn out,
you’ll still have your Ph.D.
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Being a Pre-tenure Professor
is all about:
How much can you accomplish
without adequate support?

Being a Tenured Professor is
all about:

Congratulations, you’re a professor! You’d better
remember that because no one else will. Your
research is sort of like your former advisor's, except
not really, but feel free to compete directly with him
anyway. You will spend several years working
extremely hard and extremely inefficiently, and
experience lots of isolation. Good luck!
You should give a ton of
talks, and start each one by
barking out, “I am Jane/Jon
Doe, and I’m an Assistant
Professor at XYZ University”.

People will say to you
“Who is your P.I.?”
You are fortunate because
you have start up funding.

How much can you accomplish
without adequate funding?
Whew! You’ve given the hardest working years of your
life to the University, and as a reward, it’s gonna let
you give it 20+ more. You can see the clear shape of
the transformative science within your reach, and you
can also see that doing it right would be unbelievably
expensive. So write a proposal, or two, or twenty,
because you’re now competing with celebrity-PIs at
Ivy schools for the Big Money. Good luck!
You should make sure that you keep writing papers.

People will say to you “You should apply to the
Gates Foundation because they fund everything.”
You are fortunate because you have tenure.

Being a Full Professor is all about:
How much can you accomplish
without adequate focus?
At last! You write solid papers and you have a good feel for
where the funding is and how to get it. As a reward, you will
not be allowed to focus upon any one task for more than four
minutes. Bonus: All the problems of your department are now
your responsibility to solve. To actually do this, you’d need
MBA, JD, CPA and possibly RN degrees, but you’re just
gonna have to wing it. Good luck!
You should refrain from telling people stories about the past.
They don’t care and neither did you when you were their age.
People will say to you “You should be there when the state
legislature meets to discuss this.”
You are fortunate because the worst is over and the end is nigh.
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